THE SKIPTON ACADEMY
UNIFORM
Our uniform is sensible, practical and smart and we expect that students will wear it with pride. Students
can expect to be challenged where they fall short of our high expectations. They are ambassadors for
themselves and for our school when they are out in the community.
The ‘stay smart’ message benefits us all.

Boys


Black blazer with school crest



Black, tailored trousers. Hipsters, flares or overlong trousers are not acceptable



White shirt that must be worn buttoned at the neck and tucked in; short fitted styles are not
acceptable uniform.



Each key stage has its own school tie.



Sensible black shoes, not trainers.



Hair colour and style must be appropriate to school. Extreme cuts and styles including ‘tram lines’ or



colours are not acceptable.
Jewellery should not be worn except for one pair of stud earrings and a watch.
Girls



Black blazer with school crest



Black, tailored trousers. Hipsters, flares or overlong trousers are not acceptable. Girls’ trousers
should be bought from our recognised suppliers.



Black, pleated, designated school skirt for girls.



White shirt that must be worn buttoned at the neck and tucked in; short fitted styles are not
acceptable uniform.



Each key stage has its own school tie.



Sensible black shoes, not trainers.



Hair colour and style must be appropriate to school. Extreme cuts and styles including ‘tram lines’ or
colours are not acceptable.



Jewellery should not be worn except for one pair of stud earrings and a watch.




Make-up is not allowed in Year 7-9. Discreet make-up is permissible in Year 10 and 11.
False nails or nail varnish are not permitted

Our PE kit





Polo shirt with surname on back
Shorts/skort with initials embroidered on
Sky blue football socks
Hoodie with surname on back (optional)

Also students are required to have:




Football/rugby boots
Gum shield (mouth guard) - advisable
Shin pads - advisable

Our uniform providers are:
MC Sports
15-17 Sackville Street
Skipton
BD23 2PB

01756 791688 / mcsportsonline@gmail.com

Skip to School
32/34 Water Street
Skipton
BD23 1PB

01756 229002 / 07866 762291 / alison@skiptoschool.co.uk

They supply the full uniform, Including: Girls and Boys Badged Blazer and School tie
PE Kit for Both Boys and Girls (Initialling and naming included in the Price)
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